UHS's Mental Health

Additional campus resources to support take place Friday, April 30, 12:30-1:30.

Continued to stand in solidarity with our BIPOC members and BIPOC communities everywhere. We echo the Chancellor's continuing support for the values represented by the liberal arts and L&S Honors. The L&S Honors Program remains committed to fostering an inclusive and equitable community. The verdict is an overdue and necessary step toward more justice. As we await sentencing, we want to affirm that we continue to stand with members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community.

Summer Math Support

Offerings for Math 240. Tutoring will be available June 15–August 4 on Sundays 112 through Math 341 (with limited offerings for Math 240). Tutoring will be offered June 15–August 4 on Sundays 112 through Math 341 (with limited offerings for Math 240). Tutoring will be available before summer courses start. Visit the Registrar's website for summer course registration. 

Message from the Honors Program

Congratulations on your master's degree! The McNair Scholars Program is a Center for Religion and Global Involvement that offers funding, stipends, and support for students interested in exploring spiritual traditions and religious studies. The Center for Leadership & Involvement offers a variety of programs, including the Pondrom Leadership Award, which recognizes exemplary leadership in the Honors Program. The Center also sponsors the Free International Servant-Leader Summit, which connects students with global service opportunities. Many of you have followed the Chauvin trial and read Chancellor Blank's statement. The verdict is an overdue and necessary step toward more justice. As we await sentencing, we want to affirm that we continue to stand with members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community.

Campus Involvement

Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to understand the role of faith in different contexts? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations?

option questions

DoSO is seeking to hire students who are interested in interfaith conversations, working with staff, parents, students, and the broader campus community. DoSO is seeking to hire students who are interested in interfaith conversations, working with staff, parents, students, and the broader campus community. The McNair Scholars Program is a Center for Religion and Global Involvement that offers funding, stipends, and support for students interested in exploring spiritual traditions and religious studies. The Center for Leadership & Involvement offers a variety of programs, including the Pondrom Leadership Award, which recognizes exemplary leadership in the Honors Program. The Center also sponsors the Free International Servant-Leader Summit, which connects students with global service opportunities. Many of you have followed the Chauvin trial and read Chancellor Blank's statement. The verdict is an overdue and necessary step toward more justice. As we await sentencing, we want to affirm that we continue to stand with members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community.

Faculty Awards recognize outstanding teaching, mentoring, and scholarship by Honors students in different disciplines. The McNair Scholars Program is a Center for Religion and Global Involvement that offers funding, stipends, and support for students interested in exploring spiritual traditions and religious studies. The Center for Leadership & Involvement offers a variety of programs, including the Pondrom Leadership Award, which recognizes exemplary leadership in the Honors Program. The Center also sponsors the Free International Servant-Leader Summit, which connects students with global service opportunities. Many of you have followed the Chauvin trial and read Chancellor Blank's statement. The verdict is an overdue and necessary step toward more justice. As we await sentencing, we want to affirm that we continue to stand with members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community. We also recognize that the trial and Chauvin's murder of George Floyd have affected members of the Honors community.

Fulbright U.S. Student Program

The 2022-2023 Fulbright U.S. Student Program is accepting applications for the upcoming 2021-2022 academic year. Eligible candidates include U.S. citizens who are currently enrolled in a US graduate or undergraduate student (or non-thesis masters) and are interested in spending up to a year abroad. The program provides opportunities for recipients to receive up to $10,000 per year for a year. Learn more about the program and apply online.

Informational Session for McNair Scholars Program

Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to understand the role of faith in different contexts? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations? Do you want to learn about different faiths and how they relate to your own? Do you want to connect with people of different religious backgrounds and grow through interfaith conversations?